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Where Shall I Go? 

 
Choosing a good place to pee leads to a clean experience for you and 

the ecosystem. Splatter is the most common reason for getting pee on 

your pant legs - by choosing the right spot you can ensure that the 

urine infiltrates rather than splatters back. Keeping our environment 

clean is also important - by choosing thoughtfully you can fertilize 

plants and avoid contamination.  

 

Healthy soil provides a great place to pee. Healthy soil is not 

compacted and usually has mulch (like wood chips, leaves, other parts 

of plants that are in the process of decomposing). Examples are a 

forest where there are leaves on the ground or landscaping where 

there are bushes with ground cover like wood chips, mulch, or 

creeping plants.  

 

If the soil is bare and hard, like on a trail or in a parking lot, then it is 

not a good place to pee. Not only is hard soil less able to integrate the 

nutrients (thus resulting in contamination), but when you pee on a 

hard surface the urine splatters. If you pee on mulch, it absorbs into 

the ground and you won't automatically spray your legs. If you have to 

pee on a hard surface, try to aim for a refractory angle that you can 

live with — just like billiard balls. It helps to keep an eye on your pee 

stream and maintain control of the pressure. 

 

There are some other types of soil you can pee on, such as a grassy 

meadow or lawn. When the soil has ground cover, be it plants or 

mulch, then it can absorb the pee and re-incorporate the nutrients in 

an ecologically healthy way. You can also pee on sand, even though it 

isn't covered in mulch or plants, because it has lots of pore space and 

is absorptive. The most important thing is the soil needs to be slightly 

soft. It shouldn't be hard under your feet. When humans walk or drive 

on soil, like on trails or parking lots, the soil compacts. Avoid peeing on 

compacted soil. 
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With What Shall I Wipe?  
 

Dripping dry is a misnomer. Some drops do fall, but water sticks to the 

body and nothing is dry. One can improve the drip by bouncing up and 

down, or by spreading the cheeks and wiggling, as some urine does 

fall due to the abrupt force of these movements, but much of it stays 

in place. This isn’t much of a problem if you are out for a short hike, 

but if you have to pee outdoors multiple times in a row, the underwear 

do eventually get soggy and that can be uncomfortable. 

 

Alternative options include: Wiping with things found in nature, 

bringing toilet paper or a pee cloth, and using hand techniques and 

physics to avoid getting wet in the first place. 

 

Leaves, Sticks, & Stones 

My two favorite things with which to wipe are sticks and stones. Not 

just any rock or branch will do, they must be just right so as not to 

cause injury. A leaf can be great if you happen to be next to a fluffy 

mullen plant, but most leaves are too glossy and water repellent - 

lacking in absorbing qualities. However, in a pinch a waxy leaf is still 

useful because it will knock off the drips that don’t shake off during the 

drip dry bounce ritual. Just don’t wipe with poison oak, ivy, or sumac.  

 

The perfect stick is older, barkless, branchless, and smooth. Dead 

sticks are porous and they absorb urine. When wiping I slowly twirl the 

stick between my lips and dab. I do not pull along the same grain as 

the wood, but rather counter grain to avoid splinters. Tapping the 

vulva with a stick can be more effective than a glossy leaf and when 

you dab or tap, there is little to no risk of splinters. 

 

The perfect rock is a sedimentary river or beach rock. Such rocks have 

been rounded down by the movement of the water and are free of 

sharp edges. Sedimentary rocks such as sandstone and siltstone are 

porous and they absorb the water quickly. You don’t even really need 

to wipe, dabbing is usually adequate. 
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Bring it in, Pack it out 

You can always bring toilet paper and then pack it out in a plastic bag. 

Or you can carry a pee cloth. Some people use bandanas and refer to 

them as peedanas. Kula Cloth is a special cloth sewn just for wiping 

and bringing with you. Whatever you do, don’t leave toilet paper on 

the ground as it ruins the experience for the next hiker. 

 

Hand Techniques 

One can use physics and hand techniques to avoid making a mess in 

the first place. These techniques and the physics behind them are 

described in the “How to Pee Standing or Without T.P.” section at the 

end of this pamphlet. They can be applied to peeing in a squat, or any 

other position including standing.  

 

How to Squat? 

 

Squatting is a natural position that is comfortable for many people to 

pee in. When you squat to pee, balance is important. If you are not 

comfortable squatting, consider practicing. Imagine you are a frog, 

with thighs resting on your calves. This support of your haunches 

should allow you to relax your muscles. Allow the tension to leave your 

body. Your feet should be slightly pointed out and spread only slightly 

wider than your hips. Your knees may be together or apart; they may 

be pointing up, down, or in between, depending on which technique 

you are after. 

 

To practice squatting, ask a friend to spot you or hold onto a tree or 

pole. Tip: if you bend over at the waist before squatting down and then 

again before standing up, the pressure on your knees will be reduced 

because you will not be lifting all your body weight at once. 

 

If you feel confident doing squats without support, then go for it, it is 

great for your health. Practice all the different positions that you can 

squat in. Then consider the application of physics and fluid dynamics 

described in the “How to Pee Standing or Without T.P.” section, and 

see if you can apply those to your squat. 
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Practice peeing in the shower. Squat down, pee, and watch where the 

stream goes. See if you are able to control it and aim.  
 

 

Physics: Understanding the Basics 
 

If you want to pee without wiping or while standing it is good to have a 

practical understanding of the physics of peeing. Consider playing with 

water and watching how it flows over a surface and off a surface into 

the air. 

 

Geomorphology and Hydrology of the Vulva 

I am a hydrologist, so I think of the vulva as geologic terrain and the 

urine stream like that of a rivulet of water running along earth’s 

surface. Understanding some basic properties of water is important 

when learning how to manipulate your pee stream. Primarily, an 

understanding of cohesion and adhesion is helpful.  

 

Scientific Terminology 

Water is cohesive. That means it sticks to itself. This is why when rain 

hits your window, it runs down in rivulets and droplets instead of in a 

uniform sheet. It is attracted to itself. Thus, if you have a stream of pee 

that runs down the body, or leaves the body, the rest of the pee is 

likely to go in the same direction. 

 

Water is also adhesive. That means that it likes to stick to other things. 

For example, if a rivulet of water is flowing on a surface, and that 

surface curves upside-down, such as a cliff may curve into a cave, the 

water rivulet will stay stuck to the earth until it’s weight and the forces 

of gravity upon it become stronger than the bond of adhesion. At 

some point it will break off and drip or flow in a stream if there is 

enough. The greater the velocity of the water in a direction other than 

that of the surface, the more likely it will be to disengage. Pressure, 

such as that of a pee stream leaving the body, increases that velocity.  

 

Capillary action is a force. It pulls water into cells or tiny spaces based 

on the principles of cohesion and adhesion. When one dips a tissue 

into a glass of water, water will ‘climb’ the tissue. Likewise, when one 
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‘wipes’ with toilet paper, it is actually unnecessary to wipe - blotting is 

adequate because water is drawn into the cell spaces of the tissue. 

This is because it sticks to the surface area of the tissue cells and it 

sticks to itself (both cohesion and adhesion working in unison). This 

force of capillary action pulls water from one surface where there is a 

small amount of surface area to another surface of greater surface 

area, until there is a balance between the cohesive and adhesive 

forces.  

 

 

 

How to Pee Standing or Without T.P. 

 
I use the same technique to pee standing that I do to pee without T.P. 

(dry pee). To pee standing as a woman it is important to be familiar 

enough with your vulva to ‘fly blind.’ Having pee run down your leg is 

the last thing anyone wants, and you can’t see your urethra like a man 

can see his penis, so you must be confident. Practice in the shower 

until you can direct a clean stream every time. Then you can try it in 

the field with a skirt or a pair of pants that have a low fly designed for 

women. 

 

Body Position 

Finding the right position for your body and your vulva is the first step 

in learning to pee standing or to dry pee. Whether squatting, sitting, or 

standing, spread your legs and tilt your pelvis back. You want the tips 

of your inner labia to be the lower point of your torso so that the pee 

stream can be directed from them, rather than run onto the next 

surface, your labia majora. 

 

Typical Pee Flow on a Vulva 

While the vulva has a distinct surface definition, the various layers can 

stick to themselves, changing the surface that pee flows over. Prior to 

peeing, it is important to understand the shape of our bodies at that 

exact moment and understand where the pee will go. Specifically, the 

urethra is between the base of the inner labia. The inner labia has a 

rounded or slightly pointed shape. They often stick together, and also 

stick to the outer labia. Because they are moist, the forces of cohesion 
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and adhesion of their mucus stick them together. Pee flowing onto this 

surface will likely run between the inner labia, onto the outer labia, 

and down toward the back of the vulva, to the lowest point, where it 

will drip off. The force of the pee stream will result in much of the pee 

clearing the vulva without dripping everywhere, but enough of the 

drips will be caught and create a wet environment. If one is trying to 

pee standing, the pee may run from the outer labia right down the leg, 

depending on the geomorphology of the body. 

 

A Clean Stream 

To ensure that the pee stream clears the vulva and makes a clean 

break into the air, one can use a couple techniques. 

 

Technique one – Separate the inner labia from the outer labia by 

grabbing the outer labia or the hair of the outer labia with the hands 

and separating everything. Once the inner labia hangs free and the 

buttocks are tilted backward, the pee stream will leave the urethra and 

run along one or both surfaces of the inner labia till it reaches its tip. 

Under the pressure of its own velocity and without another surface 

area to run along in the same direction as force is sending it, the pee 

stream will break free. 

 

Technique Two – Use two fingers in the shape of a peace sign and put 

them over the vulva such that they spread the labia slightly. One can 

use a slight pressure and lifting action to pull the skin of the vulva 

slightly upwards and direct the pee stream forward. Or one can just let 

the urethra face down such that the pee falls with gravity.  

 

Finishing the Pee 

As one is finishing peeing, the pee stream wanes. As it loses velocity, 

there is a greater risk of it flowing down the vulva via adhesion, rather 

than breaking that connective force and going into the air in its 

cohesive stream. Paying attention to the angle of the pelvis at this 

point is important now because it is the moment when velocity slows 

and gravity becomes the dominant force. To minimize wetting of the 

vulva it is a good idea to bring the pee stream to a decisive close, 

rather than continuing to dribble — when the stream starts and stops 

multiple times there are that many more potential wetting events. 

Avoid trying to push more out. 
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Once the flow stops, even if one successfully prevented pee from 

running down the labia, there is usually a small amount of pee in the 

crevice between the inner labia, adhering to the surface area of the 

two lips that are so close to each other, close enough that, despite 

gravity, the last drops of pee do not fall, due to capillary action. By 

squeezing the lips together, with the continued backward pelvic tilt, 

the last drips of pee can be squeezed out and will drop off the tips of 

the inner labia. 

 

Genital Variation 

Every vulva is different, genitals are unique. The physics of cohesion, 

adhesion, and capillary action remain the same. The description of the 

science behind the technique that I use to learn how to pee standing 

and without T.P. can be helpful in learning how your own unique 

techniques work best for your body. If you have more techniques to 

contribute, please let me know so I can add them to this document 

and maintain a comprehensive body of knowledge. 
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Pee Ecology 
 

We want to inspire you to urinate in the gardens of the world —

be part of the ecological solution.  

 

We Ran the Numbers 

A person can Save 3,600 gallons of water per year by going without 5 

flushes/day. 

 

If we can inspire 1000 women to save three flushes a day, we will 

save two-million gallons of water per year. 

 

According to the California Energy Commission 19% of California’s 

energy is used to treat and pump water. So when you turn on the tap, 

you are also turning on the power. Peeing outside saves energy too.  

 

Our urine contains significant levels of nitrogen, as well as phosphorus 

and potassium (typically an N-P-K ratio around 11 – 1 – 3, similar to 

commercial fertilizers). Americans produce about 90 million gallons of 

urine a day, containing about 7 million pounds of nitrogen. Studies 

show that an adult’s urine contains enough nutrients to fertilize 

50-100% of the crops needed to feed one adult (Sundberg, 1995; 

Drangert, 1997). 

 

Urine is Gold 

Do you know where plant nutrients come from today? We make 

nitrogen fertilizer from natural gas that was likely fracked. In order to 

turn natural gas into fertilizer, we burn a bunch more fuel and energy 

(climate change alert).  

 

Most of the urine that is flushed down the toilet ends up in rivers, 

lakes, and oceans where it causes eutrophication or algal blooms. 

Algae love the extra nutrients and they grow so fast that they use up 

the available oxygen in the water. Aquatic animals can’t breath and 

they die, resulting in dead zones. When we pee in the garden we 

prevent water contamination and save aquatic wildlife. 
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A luxurious, healthy soil has a thick layer of organic matter. The carbon 

in leaves and twigs combines with phosphorus and nitrogen (bio-

available in human urine)  and creates a rich compost. Stepping 

outside the home to pee easily fertilizes our gardens with 

nutrients. To plants, urine is gold. Peeing outside protects life and 

prevents climate change.  

 

Do it High and Dry 

When we pee in mulch, under and around plants, and in a new 

location each time, we promote environmental sustainability. Avoid 

peeing in ditches or near streams, lakes, or rivers. Pee on ground that 

is high and dry unless specifically instructed to do otherwise by the 

Park Service (large river boat trips being the exception). 
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A Chickfly Publication: 
Chickfly is about providing the freedom to ‘go’ anywhere. We strive to 

provide equality in bathroom access through innovation, form, style, 

sustainability, and social awareness. 
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